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EFFECT OF GROUP DELAY VARIATIONS
ON BIT ERROR PROBABILITY

Eugene Law
P39203

Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division
Point Mugu, CA 93042-5001

ABSTRACT

Group delay variations are a potential problem in many communication systems. This
paper is slanted towards the effects of group delay variations in analog magnetic
recorder/reproducer systems but the results are applicable in general. Because it is
difficult to get an arbitrary group delay profile at the output of a recorder/reproducer, a
method of generating arbitrary group delays for bit error probability (BEP) testing was
developed. A 32-bit pattern in which all five-bit sequences appear with equal
probability was selected as the test signal. The amplitude and phase of the discrete
Fourier components were calculated for both non-return-to-zero-level (NRZ-L) and
biphase-level (BI -L) waveforms. Filtering and group delay variations were computer
generated by varying the amplitude and phase of the Fourier components. The
modified signals were then programmed into an arbitrary waveform generator. Noise
was added and the composite signal was applied to a bit synchronizer and bit error
detector. BEPs were measured for various noise levels and group delay profiles.
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INTRODUCTION

The group delay of a system is defined as the negative of the slope of the phase versus
frequency characteristic of the system { ( ) = -d ( )/d }. Group delay is alsog

known as envelope delay. This paper will discuss effects of group delay variations on
pulse code modulation (PCM) signals. A system with constant group delay (linear
phase) will preserve the time relationship of all frequency components. A system with
a non-constant group delay will have a distorted output because the time relationship
of various frequencies is not preserved.



Figure 1. Group delay with phase=000.      Figure 2. Group delay with phase=255.

GROUP DELAY MEASUREMENT

A variety of methods exist for measuring group delay, however not all of these
methods work with magnetic tape recorder/reproducers because of the long delays
between the record and reproduce heads. The most common measurement method for
magnetic recorder/reproducers has been a modified version of the amplitude
modulation method originally proposed by Nyquist and Brand . This method is used in1

the Wandel und Goltermann group delay test set. Several alternative methods are
possible with the availability of digital signal processing equipment. One method
would be to record a low-frequency square wave signal and measure the phase change
between input and output. This method works well at lower frequencies but the low
amplitudes of the higher harmonics seriously degrades the accuracy at the higher
frequencies. Another possible method is to add several equal-amplitude, coherent sine
waves of different frequencies and measure the phases of the Fourier components at
the input and output of the recorder. Random phase angles are used to minimize the
ratio of peak to rms. The output of the recorder is sampled at a rate such that each
1024-point interval contains an integral number of cycles of each frequency. The Fast
Fourier Transforms (FFT) of the input and output signals are performed. The group
delay is then calculated for each adjacent pair of Fourier components by dividing the
phase change between two adjacent Fourier components by the frequency difference
between the components. Figures 1 and 2 compare the results of this method with the
group delays measured with a Wandel und Goltermann group delay test set. The sum
of sine waves signal consisted of 10 frequencies (100, 200, 1000 kHz). The
sampling rate was 10.24 MHz, the analog-to-digital converter (A/D) resolution was 8
bits, and the FFT length was 1024 samples. The two methods agree reasonably well.

The limited resolution of the A/D and the small number of results averaged (five)
limited the accuracy of the sum of sines method. I estimate that the accuracy of my
implementation was no better than ±50 ns. An error of 1.8 degrees in the phase



         Figure 3. Recorder eye patterns.

              Figure 4. FFT magnitudes.

difference between two frequencies separated by 100 kHz is equivalent to a group
delay error of 50 ns.

BEP TEST RESULTS WITH ANALOG MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER

Tests were performed by recording noisy
NRZ-L, BI -L, and NRZ-L/frequency
modulation (FM) predetection signals with
900 and 1200 kHz carrier frequencies. Bit
rates of 3000 kilobits per second (kb/s),
1800 kb/s, and 800 kb/s were used for the
NRZ-L, BI -L, and predetection signals
respectively. The tape speed was 120
inches per second and the BEP at the tape
recorder input was approximately 1x10 .-5

The top trace in Figure 3 shows the eye
pattern for the NRZ-L signal with good
equalization and no added noise. The
bottom trace in Figure 3 is the result of an attempt to approximate the group delay of
the top trace using the method discussed in the next section. The spread in the
locations of zero crossings is approximately the same for both traces. The NRZ-L
signal was the most sensitive to phase equalization (this signal also had the highest
packing density and suffered the largest degradation in the recording process). The
BI -L and predetection signals were not affected significantly by the group delays of
Figures 1 and 2. It was impossible to achieve arbitrary group delay characteristics
with the recorder/reproducer used for this test. Therefore, an alternate method for
generating group delay was developed.

BEP TEST RESULTS WITH COMPUTER GENERATED GROUP DELAY

Group delay variations can be introduced
by changing the phase angles of the
Fourier components of a test signal. A
common test signal is one in which all
patterns of a certain length are equally
likely. A pattern length of 5 bits was
chosen for this study. A 32-bit sequence
which contains all possible 5-bit patterns
was generated by adding a "0" to a 31-bit
pseudo-noise sequence. The transitions
were smoothed with a sine wave



       Figure 5. NRZ-L and Bi -L patterns.

approximation to minimize high frequency components. The signal w as sampled 32
times per bit, the Fourier transform was performed, and the results stored. This
process was performed for both NRZ-L and BI -L codes. The FFT magnitudes are
displayed in Figure 4 with the NRZ-L magnitudes on top. The NRZ-L signal has most
of its energy at frequencies below 0.7 times the bit rate while the BI -L signal has
most of its energy between 0.3 and 1.4 times the bit rate. The signal was then digitally
filtered by a phase-equalized 6-pole Butterworth filter. The -3 dB frequency of the
filter was 0.7 times the bit rate for NRZ-L and 1.4 times the bit rate for BI -L. Also,
the amplitudes of all frequencies above the bit rate for NRZ-L and twice the bit rate
for BI -L were set equal to zero. The
inverse Fourier transforms were then
performed and the resulting waveforms
programmed into an arbitrary waveform
generator. The resulting eye patterns are
shown in Figure 5 with the NRZ-L pattern
on top. The vertical lines indicate the bit
boundaries. Note that the zero crossings are
not smeared. The bit rate was varied by
using sampling rates of 25, 50, and 100
megasamples per second. At 32 samples
per bit, the resulting bit rates were 781,
1562, and 3125 kb/s.

A predetection signal was acquired by sampling the output of a predetection
downconverter with carrier frequencies of 900 and 1200 kHz. The predetection signal
was generated by using the computer generated NRZ-L signal to frequency modulate
a radio frequency signal generator. The generator output was applied to a telemetry
receiver and predetection downconverter. The predetection frequency was carefully
set so that an integral number of cycles of the carrier occurred every 1024 samples
(1024 samples also contained exactly 32 bits). The Fourier transform of this signal
was calculated and the results stored as above.

The group delay characteristics shown in Figures 1 and 2 can be approximated by a
quadratic function and by a constant for the lower frequencies followed by a quadratic.
The phase angle changes of the Fourier components were calculated to generate these
group delays. Sample phase change and group delay versus frequency plots are shown
in Figure 6 for a maximum group delay of 400 ns. The quadratic group delay is
represented by a solid line plus symbols while the constant plus quadratic group delay
is represented by symbols only. Maximum group delays of 200, 400, and 800 ns were
created by changing the phase angles of the Fourier components by amounts
proportional to the values shown in Figure 6.



     Figure 6. Phase shift and group delay.

     Figure 7. BEPs for 3125 kb/s NRZ-L. Figure 8. BEPs for 1562 kb/s BI -L.

BEPs for various maximum group delays
are plotted in Figures 7 and 8. "Q"
indicates quadratic group delay, "LQ"
indicates linear phase at lower frequencies
and quadratic group delay at higher
frequencies, "L0" indicates linear phase,
and "200" indicates a group delay of 200
ns at 2 MHz. The data in Figure 7 show
that NRZ-L signals are affected much
more severely by the quadratic than by the
linear phase plus quadratic group delay.
This result is reasonable because most of
the energy in the NRZ-L signal is at the
lower frequencies (see Figure 4). Figure 8
shows that BI -L signals are degraded less by the same magnitude of quadratic group
delay than are NRZ-L signals. However, the degradation with linear phase plus
quadratic group delays are similar for the two signals. BI -L is degraded more by
linear phase plus quadratic group delay than by quadratic group delay. Similar results
were achieved when the bit rate was divided by "k" and the group delay multiplied by
the same factor"k". The noise used in these tests was additive and gaussian but the
bandwidth was not wide enough to be considered white. Therefore, the values of
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) shown on the graphs can not be directly translated to
signal energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratios (E /N ) and should only beb o

used for relative comparisons of the effect of various group delay profiles.

Figures 9 and 10 show eye patterns for the NRZ-L and BI -L signals (no noise added)
with 400 ns and 800 ns maximum group delays respectively. The effect of linear phase
plus quadratic group delays are shown in the top traces and quadratic group delays are
shown in the bottom traces. The zero crossings and eye heights are noticeably



Figure 9. NRZ-L eye patterns  = 400 ns.    Figure 10. Bi -L eye patterns  = 800 ns.g g

     Figure 11. Linear 2 group delay.  Figure 12. Quadratic A group delay.

degraded when compared to Figure 5. The tick marks at the bottom of the plots show
the nominal bit boundaries. Figure 10 shows that LQ800 (top trace) has a larger eye
opening during the first half of the bit while Q800 has a larger eye opening during the
second half of the bit. The data in Figure 8 show that Q800 performs 1 dB better than
LQ800.

Tests were also conducted with digitized predetection NRZ-L PCM/FM signals with
various group delay profiles. The group delay profiles discussed above plus linear and
offset quadratic group delays were generated. The linear and quadratic A group delays
were symmetrical around approximately 1200 kHz while the quadratic B group delay
was symmetrical around approximately 950 kHz. Figures 11 and 12 show the phase
changes and group delays for the linear 2 and quadratic A group delays respectively.
The group delays of linear 2 and quadratic A were the same magnitude at ±781 kHz
from the center frequency while linear 1 and quadratic A had the same group delays at
a separation of ±390 kHz from the center frequency.



    Figure 13. Predetection eye patterns.                    Figure 14. Predetection BEPs.

The top trace of Figure 13 illustrates the eye pattern with the linear 2 group delay
profile. The bottom trace shows the eye pattern with the quadratic A group delay
profile. These eye patterns show more degradation with the linear 2 group delay than
with the quadratic A group delay. Figure 14 shows the BEPs for linear phase, linear
group delay and quadratic group delay. As expected, the BEP was degraded more for
linear 2 than for quadratic A. This result agrees with the data presented by Sunde .2

However, if the criteria is BEP for equal group delays at ±bit rate/2 (linear 1 versus
quadratic A), the BEPs are similar (with linear group delay being slightly lower). The
predetection signals were the least affected by group delay, however the packing
densities of these signals were also the lowest.

SUMMARY

1. Data presented in this paper can be used to estimate the effect of group delay on
BEP.

2. The maximum allowable group delay is a function of profile, data rate, and data
type.

3. Group delay variations of 1/bit rate or greater over the frequency range that contains
most of the energy cause significant increases in BEP.

4. NRZ-L signals were affected the most by group delay variations.

5. Predetection signals were affected the least by a given group delay profile.



6. Arbitrary waveform generators plus digital signal processing can be used to
measure the group delay of magnetic recorder/reproducers and also to generate signals
with various group delay profiles.

7. NRZ-L signals are degraded more by quadratic group delay profiles than by linear
phase plus quadratic group delay profiles.
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